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ANYONE CAN BE CONNED.
YES, EVEN YOU

F

raudsters are smart and charming. Chances are you’re
probably friends with one – and you don’t even know it.
As Bruce Dupuis, a jobber in Nova Scotia found out, they
can even be one of your most trusted employees. He had to
deal with the aftermath of a fraud that he estimated lasted
10 years with about a half-million dollars stolen.
What may have been the biggest shock was that the culprit
was a manager who had been with the business for 20 years.
He was someone his father – who owned the business until
the fraud was discovered and decided he couldn’t deal with
Fraudsters it – considered to be a trusted employee, someone he could
don’t feel call a friend. The relationship was built up over the years and
empathy then abused by the fraudster, creating far too many headaches
for Dupuis to count.
or remorse.
That’s how these crooks work. Let’s look at the most
That’s what famous fraudster in recent years, Bernie Madoff. He was not a
keeps them trustworthy guy, but he made himself appear to be.
Madoff, a former NASDAQ chairman, ran his own
going.
investment securities firm where he took people’s money and
made big promises of giving them back even more. Everyone –
from highly-sophisticated investors to business executives to doctors – wanted in.
Madoff would send statements to his investors that showed incredible returns on the
money they handed over.
They believed in him. He was smart, suave and seemingly trustworthy. People begged
to give him their money.
What they didn’t know was that he was running an elaborate multi-billion-dollar
Ponzi scheme. Rather than actually investing the money these people entrusted him
with, Madoff was spending it on himself. He replenished his funds by drawing in new
investors.
Eventually it all fell apart, but that took about 17 years. Some of those investors lost
their life savings and Madoff was sentenced to 150 years in jail.
This is an extreme example of fraud and people trusting a wolf in sheep’s clothing,
but don’t think you and your business are not susceptible to being a victim.
A common mistake people make is they don’t think something bad could ever
happen to them. Experts often told me that when I was an editor of a publication that
covered fraud and forensic accounting. Anyone can fall for a con, they would say.
That’s because we as humans are naturally trustworthy. When you throw in a dash of
arrogance – the “it will never happen to me” attitude – then seeds of fraud can easily be
planted by nefarious actors.
Being a jobber means putting a lot of faith in your employees. You’re believing that
they will do things right and do the right thing.
What further helped perpetuate the fraud at Dupuis’ store was the lack of internal
controls. There were no checks in place to make sure someone couldn’t steal, or at
least make a con harder to pull off. That’s not uncommon as many have an erroneous
belief that no one would do such a thing.
Fraudsters don’t feel empathy or remorse. That’s what keeps them going.
I wonder how many of you will relate to his story. How much of a problem is fraud in
the jobber business? And, I wonder, how many of you have the right systems in place to
prevent fraud? How many think that it will never happen to you?
And how many of you have been a victim? JN
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Renegotiations for the North
America Free Trade Agreement
looked like they were headed for the
ultimate disaster, but the latest round
of talks in Montreal in late January
seems to have all sides at least
somewhat positive for the future.
The last time negotiators and
leaders from Canada, Mexico and
the United States got together in late
October 2017, tensions erupted as
any good feelings had seemingly
disappeared. But after a week-long
round where Canada got creative
in new proposals on auto content,
modest progress was made. Future
negotiating rounds were promised,
threats of withdrawal from the pact were put in the
background and all sides agreed that maintaining
the agreement was important.
“Without being overly optimistic, I am heartened
by the progress,” Canada’s Foreign Affairs Minister
Chrystia Freeland told reporters following the latest
round of talks.
But that doesn’t mean everyone is moving ahead
with a smile on their face.
U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer
seemed generally unimpressed with developments
as he accused Canada of a “massive attack” over a
complaint to the World Trade Organization. He also
called progress on talks too slow and said he was
unsatisfied with Canada’s proposals on auto parts.
But, again, he reiterated that NAFTA was of great
significance.
“The United States views NAFTA as a very
important agreement. We’re committed to moving
forward. I am hopeful progress will accelerate
soon,” Lighthizer said. “We’ll work very hard
between now and the beginning of the next round –
and we hope for major breakthroughs in that
period. We will engage both Mexico and Canada

APD
awards
highest
achiever
urgently, and we will go where these negotiations
take us.’’
On the sticky subject of autos – where the U.S.
wants half of all car parts to come from the U.S.
and 85 per cent from North America – Canada
proposed expanding the calculation of North
American content to include intellectual property
and emerging technologies. Doing so would boost
U.S. content in vehicles as the country is a leading
centre for such items.
But Lighthizer wasn’t enthused with the idea,
claiming it would open the door to less North
American content in vehicles and, in turn, create
more problems.
“We find that the automobile rules-of-origin idea
that was presented when analyzed, may actually
lead to less regional content than we have now,
fewer jobs in the United States, Canada and most
likely Mexico,” he said. “This is the opposite of
what we are trying to do.”
More talks are planned in the coming months in
Mexico City and Washington, but it is unclear what
will happen beyond that as Mexico and the U.S.
head into national elections. ■JN

TOTAL AND TEMOT ANNOUNCE PARTNERSHIP
Lubricants manufacturer Total has announced a partnership deal with Temot,
an international global aftermarket automotive parts and accessories purchasing
company that deals heavily in the European market.
The three-year deal will help Total expand the availability of its products by
bringing new options to local members in new geographical areas.Temot operates
in 63 countries.The Aftermarket Auto Parts Alliance is its lone member in Canada,
the United States and Mexico.
“We are delighted with this partnership with Temot. By becoming a fully referenced supplier,Total is
covering an even wider area, moving closer to distributors and becoming a local partner,” said Thierry
Gourault, Managing Director for Automotive Total Lubricants.“The logistics implemented by Temot enables
the automotive accessories industry to display growth that will benefit Total by targeting distributors,
including the smallest ones.” ■ JN
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From left, Ed Niska,
territory manager at
APD, presents Scott
Leuschen with the
award for Highest
Overall Achiever
for the 1st Year
Automotive Technician
Apprentice program at
Saskatoon Polytechnic
for the 2016-2017
year. The award
rewards students
based on academic
achievement, work
attitudes, and work
habits demonstrated in
shop and lab work.
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NAFTA TALKS SURVIVE, MORE ROUNDS PLANNED
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CANADA ‘ILL-PREPARED’ FOR THE FUTURE:
SENATE REPORT
Canada needs to strap up its boots and get
ready for an automated and connected future
of mobility, according to a new report from this
country’s Senate.
Members of the Red Chamber warned that
“Canada is ill-prepared for the fast-approaching
future of transportation.”
With early generations of automated vehicles
already on roads and telematics equipped in many
new cars, change is afoot and the nation’s leaders
need to be prepared, says Driving Change, a report
from the Senate Standing Committee on Transport
and Communications.
Its 76-page document released at the end of January looked at how transportation will change in
Canada in the future, noting how experts are calling for self-driving options in urban areas in 10-15
years. These changes will bring an abundance of
opportunity – but action is required today.
Some of the opportunities, according to an
estimate cited by the Senate, include economic
benefits from automated vehicles, which would
reach $65 billion annually in collision avoidance,
increased productivity, reducing traffic congestion
and savings in fuel costs.
But there will also be losses.
A number of sectors will feel the vibrations of

future vehicle technology, like the taxi, transportation and parking industries, which employ more
than one million people. There are also risks from
car hacking and the loss of personal privacy.
On that last note, the Senate raised concerns
around the data generated from connected cars
and what corporations would do with that data.
“There is still time for Canada to put in place
a robust plan that will maximize the advantages
of automated and connected technology while
addressing the risks,” the report said.
“But the government must act now.”
The committee made 16 recommendations to
the federal government and a number of its agencies, ranging from co-ordinating and implementing
a national strategy to empowering the privacy commissioner to investigate and enforce laws.
The Automotive Industries Association of
Canada responded positively to the report, saying
in an announcement that the Senate heard its
concerns “loud and clear.”
The AIA said it will monitor two recommendations in particular – one to ensure the aftermarket
continues to have access to needed data in order
to offer services, and the other to support retraining, skills upgrades and employment support for
those who will face disruption. ■JN

Women in the aftermarket gathered in
Scottsdale, Ariz. at the end of January
for the Women in Auto Care 2018
Winter Leadership Conference. About
125 members came out for the three-day
event. Attendees heard from women
in leadership positions from across the
industry, took in sessions on career
development and shared best practices.
At right, ﬁrst-year members of the group
pose together for a photo.
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TOTAL CELEBRATES 10 YEARS IN CANADA
An anniversary milestone from Total Canada was
marked with a red carpet and a line up of polished
race cars as nearly 220 guests took part in the
company’s celebration of 10 years in Canada.
In the reception room of the Montreal Science
Centre located in the city’s Old Port, drinks and
snacks awaited guests on Jan. 17, entertained to
the rhythm of the great hits of rock and country
music performed by the group Blush.
Franck Bagouet, president and CEO of Total Canada, and Ernst Wanten, executive vice president
of North and Central America at Total, hosted the
event and spoke briefly.
During his speech, Bagouet noted the company’s
10-year history in Canada, focusing on a number
of significant events, including the acquisition of
Ultramar’s lubricant business, investments in the
LaSalle, Que. plant, which makes 95 per cent of the
company’s lubricants, and a memorable journey
through the north to Fort Good Hope, N.W.T. in
2017, to “show that our products were well-made
in Canada for Canada,” he said.
Bagouet also recalled the growth the company
has experienced with all of its Canadian customers.
“We are now making available to all our customers about 800-850 SKUs. We are fortunate to have

“

We are now
making available to all
our customers about
800-850 SKUs. We
are fortunate to have
the widest range to
meet all the needs of
customers and allow a
great growth of all our
distributors.

”

– FRANCK BAGOUET,

PRESIDENT & CEO OF
TOTAL CANADA

Ernst Wanten, executive
vice president of North

the widest range to meet all the needs of customers and allow a great growth of all our distributors.”
Wanten mentioned that Total wants to increase
its presence in Canada.
To do so, he said the company “is currently
working on developing other projects to further
increase our visibility, which I hope we can talk to
you in the near future,” he said. ■ JN

CARDONE ACQUIRES
ADP, ROTOMASTER
Cardone Industries has acquired B.C.-based ADP Distributors.

ADP is the parent company of Rotomaster, which makes new and
remanufactured turbochargers, cartridges, service kits and components.
It’s headquartered in Surrey, B.C., with offices in Arizona and Spain.
Cardone said the acquisition makes them the largest aftermarket operator in this space.
“Like Cardone, Rotomaster is a brand that is known for its quality and
reliability,” said Stan Gowisnock, chief executive officer at Cardone. “ADP
is also a rapidly growing business. Over the coming months, we’ll be
looking at ways we can partner with ADP to amplify its growth trajectory
by leveraging our extensive resources.”
Rotomaster’s products cover car, light-duty vehicle, off-road and marine
applications, all of which will help boost Cardone’s offerings.
“The addition of Rotomaster not only increases our turbo manufacturing
capabilities, but it provides Cardone with valuable inroads to new markets
outside the automotive aftermarket,” Gowisnock said.
The company also announced that Rotomaster’s general manager,
Garret Wiebe, will stay on in his role and lead the new division. He will
also expand his leadership role and report to Gowisnock.
“We’re excited to begin this new era for ADP and Rotomaster,” Wiebe
said, adding that it’s a natural fit between Cardone’s culture and that of
Rotomaster. “Its infrastructure and years of industry experience and best
practices will help us take our products and services to the next level and
beyond.” ■ JN
JOBBER NEWS / MARCH 2018 |www.autoserviceworld.com

and Central America at
Total, left, and Franck
Bagouet, president and
CEO of Total Canada,
right, along with Valérie
Limoges who drives the
Total #220 car in the
Nissan Micra Cup.

DAYCO OPENS
NEW WESTERN
CANADA DC
Dayco Canada Corp.

has announced a new
distribution centre in Edmonton.
The supplier of belts, hose, tensioners
and pulleys for automotive, trucking and
industrial applications will use the new
facility to warehouse and ship its products
to customers in Western Canada.
“This new distribution center in Edmonton
will be a perfect complement to our existing
distribution center in Toronto,” said Tyler
Samagalski, Dayco’s director of sales,
Canada.
“Providing the best customer experience
possible has always been a priority for us,”
Samagalski added. “It drives the quality of
the products we provide and it led to this
expansion of our warehousing and shipping
capabilities. Our customers will benefit with
better service and quicker turnaround.” ■ JN
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From technological change to free

“It has never
been so
important that
our collective
voice be clear
and strong on
the issues that
affect us.”
STEVE HANDSCHUH,
MEMA PRESIDENT & CEO

trade question marks to tax reform,
there will be no shortage of issues
facing four new board of director
members at the Motor & Equipment
Manufacturers Association.
Françoise Colpron, group president
at Valeo North America Inc.; Tim
Musgrave, president and CEO at Pressure Systems
International; David Overbeeke, Brake Parts Inc.’s
president and CEO; and Jens Schueler, President,
Automotive Aftermarket Americas at Schaeffler
Group USA will serve two- or three-year terms,
effective November 2017, the association recently
announced.
“Never before has the mobility industry
had to embrace so many advances in vehicle
technology so quickly and on a global scale,” said
Steve Handschuh, MEMA’s president and CEO.
“Combine that with the possibility of dramatic
changes to NAFTA and tax reform, and it becomes

obvious why it is critical we have experienced,
talented, and insightful executives at the helm of
our trade association.
“It has never been so important that our
collective voice be clear and strong on the
issues that affect us, and the 2018 MEMA Board
of Directors is well-positioned to help lead our
industry.”
The board also elected its officers for the
upcoming year:
◗ Chairman: Dan Sceli, president and CEO,
Peterson Spring Corp.
◗ Vice chairman: Samir Salman, CEO NAFTA
region, Continental Automotive Systems Inc.
◗ Vice chairman: Tom Ward, senior vice president
at Snap-on Inc. and president, Repair Systems &
Information Group at Snap-on
◗ Treasurer: Joseph McAleese, chairman, Bendix
CVS LLC
◗ Director: Mike Mansuetti, president at Robert
Bosch North America. ■ JN

NAMES IN THE NEWS

NEW VP, GM NAMED
FOR TENNECO
Bruce Ronning has
been picked as vice
president and general
manager of the North
American aftermarket
for Tenneco, the
company recently
announced.
Joe Pomaranski had been leading the
group on an interim basis in addition
to his role as senior vice president and
general manager, global aftermarket
with Tenneco. He has decided to retire.
Ronning held the same role but for the
Europe, Middle East and Africa regions
for the last two years. Prior to that, he
was with Johnson Controls for 17 years
in management roles, including vice
president and general manager of the
company’s Asia Pacific region.
He has also spent time with Snap-on
and Allen Test Products in sales roles.

10

DAVE ILLES NAMED
LUMILEDS SALES DIRECTOR
A former chairman
of the AIA’s Young
Executive Society and
a member of the AIA’s
CEO Roundtable has
been named director
of aftermarket sales
for automotive lighting
company Lumileds.
Dave Illes will be responsible for all
sales channels and customers in North
America, the company announced.
A veteran of the automotive aftermarket
with 25 years under his belt in executive
sales and account management, he
held a variety of roles prior to joining
Lumileds. He was most recently with
Tenneco from 2010-2017 as director of
national sales – Canada and director
of strategic accounts for the North
American aftermarket.
Illes, who will be based in Farmington
Hills, Mich., was also regional sales
manager at the company for 11 years
prior.

SKILLS ONTARIO
NAMES NEW CEO
Ian Howcroft has been
named the new CEO of
Skills Ontario.
Howcroft is no stranger
to Skills Ontario, having
served on the board of
directors from 1999 to
2015, including a term
as board president from 2004 to 2006.
“Ian’s history with Skills Ontario, and
the extensive industry and government
experience he brings, makes him a
natural fit to lead Skills Ontario,” said
Ray Lavender, president of the group’s
board of directors.
“I’m very honoured to take on the
position of CEO of Skills Ontario and
to be able to offer my knowledge
and appreciation of skilled trades and
technologies, health and safety, and
working with government and industry
in this important role,” Howcroft said
He replaces Gail Smyth, who retired in
August 2017.
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MEMA NAMES NEW BOARD MEMBERS
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PREPARING
TO FACE
DISRUPTION
HEAD ON
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Industry experts offer a peek at what’s ahead

I

t may no longer be as easy to predict the future as it used
to be. Nowadays, there are many different ideas of what the
days and years ahead will hold for the automotive industry
and the aftermarket.
One thing everyone can agree on, though, is that it’s changing.
Leaders from various automotive-related companies spoke at the
Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo 2017 in Last Vegas in the
fall about what lies ahead.

12

“The question is when and not if,” said Neil Ganguli, leader
of the U.S. automotive group at consultancy and advisory firm
Deloitte.
But here’s a trickier question: How will it change? The experts
are offering up their best guesses.
To guess where we will end up is to first try to understand
what’s happening now. Like other industries, said Nathan
Shipley, an automotive industry analyst with NPD Group, the
www.autoserviceworld.com | JOBBER NEWS / MARCH 2018

BY ADAM MALIK

“

aftermarket is going up against both innovation
The disruption is not just limited to the
and disruption – and there’s a difference.
automotive industry as we know it. There’s a much
Innovation is rational while disruption is not.
wider ecosystem that’s being impacted.
Take Hailo, for example, a platform that pairs
– NEIL GANGULI, DELOITTE
taxi drivers and passengers. That’s rational.
Uber, on the other hand, is the opposite.
“Uber is irrational, and they said ‘What if
And there’s no reason to think that won’t happen. So there are
we could get everyone in San Francisco with a car to be a taxi
new players in this value system that present risks, but significant
driver?’” Shipley explained. “That’s very irrational innovation.
opportunities to play with.”
Hotels.com is very rational – a platform for consumers to book
There’s also been a bit of disruption from within the industry
rooms for hotels out there today. Airbnb was irrational. Get
that’s hurting jobbers. Manufacturers are starting to go directly to
everyone with a home to put their home on our site to rent or
the customer, according to Shipley.
lease. One hundred per cent irrational and disruptive because a
“The traditional way that manufacturers have got products
hotel owner is competing with a home owner down the street.”
to the consumer was through brick-and-mortar retail. And now
Disruption in this industry will end up having ripple effects
there’s e-commerce that’s clouding things and there’s this idea
elsewhere, said Koorosh Olyai, a senior principal of advanced
that, ‘Hey, maybe we can just go direct to the consumer. We’ll
transportation management systems with Stantec Consulting
advertise, we’ll sell through our website and ship it directly,” he
Services. Automated vehicles threaten to put a dent in a multisaid. “That is a disruptor for our industry as well.”
trillion-dollar ecosystem, spanning industries like insurance,
healthcare, financial services and retail.
Consumer desires
“The disruption is not just limited to the automotive industry
But if the industry wants to avoid bigger disruption, then the
as we know it. There’s a much wider ecosystem that’s being
aftermarket needs to think about what the customer wants,
impacted,” said Ganguli. “Think about insurance, for instance.
continues on page 14
Today, property and casualty insurance drives most of the
dollars. Tomorrow, in a theoretical world where autonomous
vehicles don’t or very rarely crash, does that change? Today,
the primary buyer of insurance is the owner of the vehicle.
Tomorrow – when there are more fleet service models, when
there are more fleet owners, when there’s vehicle usage by size –
who owns the liability?”
SHIPPING SUPPLY SPECIALISTS
Then think about the public sector, he added. Local
governments depend on revenue from parking, tickets, licencing
and tax revenue that are all related to the automobile.
So the aftermarket isn’t alone in facing the challenges
being brought on.
“People are going to have to think about how to
innovate new business models to capture value,”
Ganguli said.

”

π

HEAVY DUTY BOXES

Outsiders moving in
Those outside of the industry have been causing
quite a bit of disruption, such as Amazon and
eBay. Companies like BlackBerry, best known for
its phones, and Intel, best known for its computer
hardware, are making waves as well.
“Chipmakers have sold a lot of TVs but those aren’t selling
as much as they used to and they’re not selling as many smartphones as they want. So automotive is the next big battleground
for the chipmakers. They’re buying a lot of the smaller companies,” said Mark Fitzgerald, associate director at IHS Markit.
“We all know there is a significant amount of cash rich, strong
balance sheet players that are coming in and trying to buy in
on all pieces of the value system. Why? Because for them it’s
a growth story. It’s a different segment,” Ganguli said. “These
players have history in disrupting industries using technology.
JOBBER NEWS / MARCH 2018 |www.autoserviceworld.com
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rather than what they don’t want, Shipley
said.
“If you’re sitting in a boardroom or
company meeting and say to yourself,
‘People don’t want ‘blank’ and our
consumers would never want to do
this,’ it’s likely the industry is going to be
disrupted as a result,” he said.
He used the example of business
leaders claiming consumers would never
want to buy a computer online or they
wouldn’t want a machine to give them
money at the bank through an ATM.
“I hear this a lot,” Shipley said.
“Disruption is because statements like
that are made. All of these industries
had disruption from the outside, not
from within. I think this is something for
the automotive industry that is coming
without a doubt. This is nothing new.”
It’s a similar argument some make
when discussing electric or autonomous
cars. A comment on AutoServiceWorld.
com – the online portal for Jobber News –
to a December story about a plan from
General Motors to have autonomous
vehicles in 2019 said, “The general public
wants no part of this technology as far as
we’ve determined. I’ve yet to meet anyone remotely interested in owning one.”
However, a Deloitte study released in
January showed that consumers are in
fact warming up to the idea of self-driving
vehicles. In its 2017 report, 74 per cent
of American respondents said they felt
the cars would be unsafe. Fast forward
one year, that number declined to 47 per
cent. Those findings are similar to other
countries like South Korea, Germany and
France, the study reported. In China, only
26 per cent feel the technology is unsafe.
“Overall acceptance of autonomous
technology has grown rapidly in just a
short time,” said Craig Giffi, vice chairman
at Deloitte and its U.S automotive leader,
in the study.
And expect those numbers to continue
to fall as time goes on, Olyai said. It’s all

about public acceptance. Eventually,
people will come to terms with the
technology that’s before them.
He used the example of elevator
operators who regulated an elevator’s
speed and controlled it with a large
lever. The advent of new technology
meant anyone could push a button and
automatically be taken to their desired
floor. No human interaction was needed
and operators disappeared, with the
exception of those who stuck around as
being shopping mall greeters and tour
guides. The public accepted this and put
their trust in automated technology.
“My challenge to you is to think very
differently about who you think the
consumer is going to be in the coming
years and what we’re going to do about
it,” Shipley said.
Future drivers
There are a few questions that need to be
sorted out first. For example, how many
drivers will there be? Will they even own
their car?
“In the future, everything is going to be
blurred between owner and driver and
how many people are going to own a
vehicle and be a driver,” Fitzgerald said.
“Are there even going to be drivers? Are
you going to be owning this autonomous
car? Some people are going to have a car
that is autonomous – they can afford that
vehicle. But then there’s also going to be
this mobility as a service starting to cut in.
Why own a car if I can have any sort of
vehicle I choose that day to pick me up
and bring me wherever I need to go?”
At the same time, experts agree that the
makeup of a vehicle is certainly in for a
change.
“We think the content and the
technology in the vehicle is going to
change. As vehicles start co-existing in
a personally-owned driver-driven world
and a fully-autonomous shared world,
the content of vehicles is going to start
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looking different,” Ganguli said.
“If you think about where we are today,
there’s a big shift to niche products. The
industry is launching an unprecedented
amount of new programs with new types
of models driven to meet customer
segment preferences. We’re going to
continue to see that.”
That includes a shift towards staying
connected on mobile devices while in
the vehicle.
“Car buyers demand connectivity.
They’re connected everywhere else,
why not the car?” Fitzgerald said, adding
that a method needs to be developed to
monetize the data that will be coming out
of the vehicle.
Changing parts
Parts, of course, will also be changing in
the future. Today’s vehicles aren’t made
to keep up with the high demands of a
potential sharing ecosystem.

“That means you need to produce
new types of parts and new types of high
performance parts. If you think about
shared mobility, these are higher usecycles – 70-75,000 miles a year,” Ganguli
said. “The types of parts that are going to
be needed for this, the model for repair
and maintenance is going to change.
How do you maintain service and repair
parts that are running [so often] and
downtime is very expensive?”
A new world on the horizon – these
are issues that don’t exist today, Ganguli
said. When electric vehicles become the
norm, infrastructure, such as charging
stations, will need to be in place. Service
and repair shops will need to know how
to take care of them. Jobbers will need to
have the parts available.
“Technology is changing. There’s more
software, there are more modules in
systems that you are going to have to look
for in connected and electric [vehicles].

Not only within the vehicle, but around
it,” he said. “There are going to be needs
that don’t exist today.”
This isn’t to scare the aftermarket – it’s
meant to inspire. It’s not all negative,
Ganguli reminded. “There are going to be
opportunities for this industry to capture.”
The right frame of mind is needed.
Embrace change, said Olyai, and don’t be
afraid of it.
“Those who don’t pay attention, those
who resist and those who don’t become
digital in their supply chains and other
areas will be left behind,” he said. “The
world is changing.”
After all, it brings opportunity. And who
better to take advantage than those who
know the industry best, Ganguli said.
“Does this spell doom and gloom? By no
means,” he added. “All it means is, how do
you embrace this change? What do you
need to succeed in this new world and in
this new paradigm going forward?” JN
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INTERNAL

turmoil
T

he mess Bruce Dupuis had to
clean up was piled high.
More than two years ago, the
owner of ﬁve NAPA Auto Parts
stores in Nova Scotia had uncovered a
significant fraud at one of his branches.
The culprit? A manager who had been
with the company for upwards of 20 years
and who had been stealing money for
about 10 of them.
To ﬁnd out that someone in a position
16

of power and trust within the company
was taking money from the business was
shocking, to say the least.
“Boy, I’ll tell you, that hurt. That hurt,”
Dupuis said.
He estimated that about half a million
dollars was swiped over the years, most of
it through falsiﬁed cash refunds. Dupuis
said the manager would wait until after
closing and tell everyone to go home
while he locked the place up. He would

then issue a refund to himself, take the
money, eliminate the paper trail and
ensure the right amount of money was
left in the register to match the invoices.
Dupuis said he would also hold invoices
for customers, and visit them to collect.
But the manager would pocket the money
instead of giving it to the business.
The store had no way of policing the
activity. There were “no policies in
place to prevent the theft and no double
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BY ADAM MALIK

“

And all of a sudden, the guy that you liked the most,
that you trusted the most, that you considered – after
20 years – might be a bit of a friend, has been stealing
you blind for years on end.
– BRUCE DUPUIS, NAPA JOBBER

”

“My father owned the business and I
would actually describe this individual as
probably my dad’s favourite employee,”
Dupuis explained. “So just imagine:
In your 80s you start to become frail,
both mentally and physically. And all
of a sudden, the guy that you liked the
most, that you trusted the most, that you
considered – after 20 years – might be a
bit of a friend, has been stealing you blind
for years on end.
“Personally, it’s devastating.”

checks in place to make sure that your
people are being veriﬁed for what they
do when they do it and how they do it,”
Dupuis said.
And what stung even more was that
Dupuis wasn’t the owner of the ﬁve jobber
stores at the time – it was his father, who
was in his 80s. At that age, he couldn’t
deal with the situation. He handed over
the reigns to Dupuis, who, in his 60s, had
no interest in being a business owner.

No hints
Dupuis never would have suspected that
such a trustworthy employee would be
capable of defrauding him. There were
never any signs that the manager might be
stealing money out of the till. There were
no fancy cars, expensive vacations or
apparent gambling or alcohol addictions.
Fraudsters generally live a life of relative
luxury thanks to their schemes, according
to fraud experts. This results in the need
to continue the fraud because, as they
spend their ill-gotten gains, they need to
replenish their bank account. With no
smoking gun, it made the fraud that much
more difficult for Dupuis to see.
The crook did have some personal
issues, he said, but nothing that other
people haven’t faced.
“None of us have ever ﬁgured out
where the money went. It might be a
sock somewhere. There was just never
indication of spending the kind of money
that we knew he was taking,” Dupuis said.
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It would have continued if not for a
little bit of luck. It just so happened that
a glance at the sales history of a product
raised eyebrows, Dupuis said.
“We’d issued a number of refunds for
the same product and the sales for that
product didn’t balance – we sold three
[of the item] in the past ﬁve years but we
refunded it ﬁve times,” he added.
Fraudsters typically never pull off their
crime using low-ticket items, explained
Marc Tassé, an anti-corruption, ethics
and compliance expert at the Canadian
Centre of Excellence for Anti-Corruption
in Ottawa. Jobbers should keep their
eyes on more valuable products if they
suspect fraud, as that’s what happened
with Dupuis.
“It was always high-ticket items. It was
always a starter, a wheel bearing or a
battery,” Dupuis said.
The aftermath
It’s not too often that you hear about
fraudsters being jailed but that’s what
happened in Dupuis’ case. Gregory
Macdonald was sentenced to 18 months
in jail and ordered to pay restitution of
$100,000.
Still, it was of little comfort to Dupuis
who went through a two-year nightmare
of picking up the pieces.
“Well, it certainly sent the company for
quite a jolt,” Dupuis said. “It just created
chaos everywhere.”
If two employees are working together,
continues on page 18
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“

We’d issued a number of refunds for the same product and the sales
for that product didn’t balance – we sold three [of the item] in the past
five years but we refunded that five times.

it makes it a bit easier to hide the fraud, Tassé
said. It’s a thought that crossed Dupuis’ mind –
was Macdonald the only one? Who else was
stealing from him?
“You’re looking at every employee and
wondering, ‘Has he been doing the same thing?
Is something else going on we don’t know
about? Is someone else stealing, cheating, lying
or doing something?’”
No one else was found to be part of
any fraud, but Dupuis ﬁgured some of his
employees had sleepless nights wondering how
they missed the scheme happening right in
front of them.
“The mistrust it created with other employees
just shocked everybody,” he added.
account and we’ve issued a credit – end
Dupuis soon faced an arguably bigger
It was always
of story,’” he said. “So even if the customer
challenge: telling his customers what happened.
high-ticket items.
didn’t come to us with a complaint or a
“The mistrust it created with our customers
It was always a
concern, if we knew that it was wrong, we
was probably just as bad as the internal
dealt with it.”
turmoil,” he described.
starter, a wheel
In the end, Dupuis ﬁgured the ordeal
Customers would come in and question their
bearing or a
cost him about $80,000 beyond what was
accounts. Even when shown their signature on
battery.
stolen. An expensive lesson, but one he
invoices, customers would argue that it wasn’t
– BRUCE DUPUIS,
hopes can be an example to all jobbers.
theirs. Some would say they knew something
NAPA JOBBER
Learn from my mistakes, he said.
wasn’t right about their accounts and would not
“We as a company lacked all of the
pay another dime. This put Dupuis between a
policies and procedures and things to
rock and a hard place.
make sure that employees aren’t stealing. Our internal workings
“It’s tough to argue with them when they could be right,”
weren’t as a strict as they should have been. Our documentation
Dupuis said, “Any customer that made a claim that had even
wasn’t as strict as it should have been. Our procedures for
any foundation of possible truth, we ﬁxed. If we had the
handling inventory, stock, cash, returns, credits, defectives – all
opportunity, we did everything we could to make it right.”
were lax,” he said, adding that even something as simple as
Even if a client didn’t make a claim and Dupuis’ team found
double-checking someone’s work wasn’t a policy his store had.
something that was off, a credit was issued. Repairing the
That made stealing “quite easy” for Macdonald.
relationship and reassuring the customer was paramount.
A good fraudster will easily expose weak internal controls and
“When the last man standing became the customer, we simply
cover their tracks, said Ari Kashton,
went in and said, ‘We’ve identified a falsiﬁed invoice to your

“

”

“

Well, it certainly sent the company for quite a jolt.
It just created chaos everywhere.

”

– BRUCE DUPUIS, NAPA JOBBER
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– BRUCE DUPUIS, NAPA JOBBER
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“

Often accounting controls
or ﬁnancial controls are kind of
far down the list of the priorities of these
companies. They only have a limited
amount of resources.

”

– ARI KASHTON,
KASHTON VALUATIONS & FINANCIAL FORENSICS

a forensic accountant at Kashton Valuations & Financial
Forensics in Toronto.
“Some are very creative. It depends on the aptitude of the
fraudster,” he said about a crook’s ability to pull off the job.
“And often in businesses like auto parts and car parts, the main
thing is usually sales. Often accounting controls or ﬁnancial
controls are kind of far down the list of the priorities of these
companies. They only have a limited amount of resources.”
Now Dupuis has the proper procedures in place. When a
return is made today, for example, two initials are needed to
show that someone saw a proper transaction take place. He also
implemented polices on credits and deliveries, as well.
“I went as far as GPSing the vehicles, security cameras – I
mean we really had to do a bunch of stuff to make sure it never
happens again,” Dupuis said.
Nothing leaves his store without an invoice – customers can’t
say they’ll pay later if they don’t have an account.
He recommended that other jobbers document how
everything is supposed to happen in the store everyday, from
handling credits to core returns.
“If you don’t make sure that procedures are documented in
how it’s done, it’ll fail,” he said.
That’s the same advice Tassé gives, as well always double
checking that your policies and procedures are being followed
at all times.
Dupuis righted the ship and the business is running fine.
Others, though, may not be as lucky when it comes to fraud,
Kashton warned.
“It could be catastrophic,” he said. “It could in fact be so
severe that it could endanger the life of the business.” JN
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CHANGE OF
SEASON BRINGS
OPPORTUNITY
A

s spring turns to summer, parts retailers across North America will begin restocking their shelves for the busy driving
season ahead.
But the products they order will be different than even just a
year ago.
Sure, cars and trucks still need batteries, oil and cooling
systems, but experts say the continued advancements in product
development means jobbers will need to keep up to date on the
latest trends to make sure they’re giving their customers what
they need.
Anybody who thinks motor oil is motor oil isn’t paying
attention. Ian Hutchison, Toronto-based brand manager at
Wakeﬁeld Castrol Canada, said General Motors has recently
launched a new specification of oil, Dexos1 Gen2, to be put into

20

its new vehicles. It’s designed to protect against low-speed, preignition, which is a growing concern with turbo-charged engines.
Drivers who are cruising along at low RPMs and then step
on the gas a little are causing the piston to go up and the fuel
is igniting before it starts to go back down, which can cause
catastrophic engine failure.
“Engine technology has changed and the evolution of motor
oil has to keep up with those changes,” he said.
Failure to put the new generation of oil in new GM vehicles
could mean the driver has to buy a new engine or have the
existing one completely rebuilt.
“It’s the equivalent of punching a hole in your piston,”
Hutchison said. “The risk is if [jobbers] are selling their installers
the old spec and an installer has a new GM that comes in, that
www.autoserviceworld.com | JOBBER NEWS / MARCH 2018
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A shift in technology and vehicle demands is allowing
jobbers to find new growth in traditional categories

BY GEOFF KIRBYSON

car could fail and GM won’t cover it because it would have the
wrong oil in it.”
The good news is that the new oil, which comes in 0W20 and
5W30 varieties, is “backwards compatible,” meaning that it will
work in all GM vehicles, not just the new ones.
Because this is an industry-wide issue, Hutchison said other
vehicle manufacturers will soon come out with their own motor
oil specifications.
“GM got there first but the whole industry is moving that way,”
he said.
There is also movement with automatic transmission fluids, or
ATFs. An increasing number of automotive manufacturers have
their own specifications, which means installers need to stock
different kinds of oils.
“It gets to be quite a pain if you’re a multi-line installer,”
Hutchison said.
In response, Wakeﬁeld Castrol has come out with Transmax
Full Synthetic, which the company said can be used for all
vehicles.
Hutchison cautioned that summer is when ATFs are working
the hardest because motorists are towing boats and hauling
things to the cottage.
“Canadians still think of spring and fall as the time to change
their motor oil. That’s evolving. Many vehicles have oil change
alerts on their dashes. The season doesn’t matter as much as
when the alert comes up,” he said.
Wipers
The season may matter, however, when it comes to wiper blade
replacement. A harsh winter can mean drivers are in need of a
new set. It’s an area often overlooked by jobbers.
“Wiper blade replacement remains one of the aftermarket’s
most underperformed sales and service opportunities, in spite of
the fact that new wipers provide an immediate, visible benefit
to the consumer,” said Rebecca Mahan, brand manager of
Michigan-based Federal-Mogul Motorparts, which makes the
Anco and Champion wiper brands.
“Jobbers who are more successful in this category understand
the importance of promoting wiper replacement at the point of
sale, both within their stores and in the waiting rooms of their
service shop accounts.”
The sale becomes easier when recognized brands of wiper
blades are recommended by the counterperson or a service
writer. Throw in free installation as an incentive, she added.
“Because wipers can play an important role in helping
consumers drive safely and confidently in inclement weather,
it makes sense to recommend scheduled replacement on a sixmonth basis,” Mahan said.
Because many consumers are looking for replacement blades
that match the ones that came with their vehicle, it’s important
for jobbers to carry a complete offering, including beam, hybrid,
bridge-style, rear blades and winter blades that address the range
of OE technologies, the local vehicle population, seasonal needs
continues on page 22
and a variety of price points.
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“

Because wipers can play an important role in helping
consumers drive safely and conﬁdently in inclement weather,
it makes sense to recommend scheduled replacement on a
six-month basis.

”

– REBECCA MAHAN, FEDERAL-MOGUL MOTORPARTS, MAKER OF ANCO AND CHAMPION WIPER BRANDS

Mahan cautioned that jobbers shouldn’t overlook the
opportunities with rear blades. With the booming popularity of
crossovers, there are many more vehicles on the road than ever
before with rear wipers. It’s a growth opportunity for jobbers and
service and repair shops.
“It’s no secret that rear blades are typically used on
comparatively dry, dirty windshields, which can damage
the rubber element. The key to growing your share of this
opportunity is simply to remind consumers that replacement
blades are available, affordable and can be replaced in a matter
of seconds,” she said.
As mentioned, wiper
blade replacement offers an
Jobbers
immediate benefit to drivers
need
to
be sure
that they can see right away. But
they’re putting
it’s also an impulse purchase.
Jobbers should be encouraging
the right battery
service and repair shops to
in the right
make wiper inspection a routine
application when
part of the job. If replacement
their customers
is necessary, mention it to the
are replacing
consumer. It’s an easy sale for
the shop and, in turn, jobbers.
batteries in start-

“

”

stop vehicles.

Batteries
– RANDY ANDERSON,
With increased acid stratification
CANADIAN ENERGY
& POWER CORP.
in car and truck batteries,
Canadian Energy & Power Corp.
is now carrying Mixtech, a hightech battery for hybrid vehicles that mixes the electrolytes inside
as the vehicle is moving. When the heavier sulphuric acid would
settle in the bottom of the previous incarnations, it would cause
a charge imbalance and corrode the plate structure much faster,
drastically reducing battery life.
The problem arose with “start-stop” vehicles because the
engine would shut off whenever the driver stopped at a red light
or stop sign and then start up again when they hit the gas pedal,
all of which is designed to save fuel, said Randy Anderson,
national sales and training manager at Canadian Energy.
“The batteries could be restarting 10, 20 or 100 times per day.
While you’re sitting there (not moving), all of the electronics
of the vehicle are running off the battery, such as the heater
motors, the wipers, the heated seats, the radio and the GPS,”
he said.
“Jobbers need to be sure they’re putting the right battery in
22

the right application when
their customers are replacing
batteries in start-stop vehicles.
Otherwise, it will be a big
hassle and cost more money
for their customers.”

Cooling
Summer might seem like the
perfect time to forget about
your antifreeze, but Marie Yeager, New Jersey-based product
manager at CRP Industries Inc., said motorists shouldn’t let the
name fool them.
With rising temperatures, vehicle engines will get hotter,
meaning it’s even more important that the cooling system is
doing its job and cycling anti-freeze throughout the car or truck.
Many motorists don’t think about that and don’t flush the system
at proper intervals, she said.
“They change it when they change it. They’ll top it off and
think, ‘that’s OK.’ All cars are different but for the most part, it’s
60,000 miles [96,000 km]. I’d check the manual,” she said.
CRP recently launched two new products to its cooling lines
for Asian-built vehicles – Pentofost A3 and A4 – both of which
have been mixed with ionized water. The A1 and A2 versions,
by comparison are a concentrate.
“We want to answer market trends that are out there. We’re
making it easier on the do-it-yourselfers,” Yeager said.
“There’s a lot of noise in the market now that you can use a
universal antifreeze and put this bottle in any car. Antifreeze is
car speciﬁc and each car is built slightly differently. A hybrid has
more copper under its hood than a normal car, which has more
aluminum. The chemical reaction is different,” she said.
Jobbers need to be sure that they pick the right antifreeze
to match the specifications of different vehicles. Using the
wrong one will cause the metal to discolour and corrode after
a few months, requiring the replacement of parts in the cooling
system.
“That can be quite expensive. It can be more than $5,000,
depending on what you’re replacing,” she said.
After a cold winter, motorists look forward to being able to put
their windows down. But the more the glass is locked to the door
by ice, the more likely the cable-operated window regulators
will need some attention. Any plastic part that’s exposed to the
elements has a limited shelf life and they’ll become brittle over
time and need to be replaced, said Dave Maclay, Pennsylvaniabased manager of product marketing at Continental Commercial
Vehicles & Aftermarket.
The regulator is the device that moves the glass up and down.
Today’s increasingly aerodynamic vehicles have glass that
curves at the top, requiring pulleys.
“As the doors open and close over and over, the pulleys,
which are made of plastic or nylon, will crack and the cable can
slip off. The glass wont go up and down anymore,” he said.
As the season changes from cool to warm, there are certainly
plenty of areas for jobbers to find sales. JN
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new products |
StopTech GCX Disc Brake Rotors
Centric Parts has introduced its new line of StopTech GCX Disc Brake Rotors. A
division of APC Automotive, the company’s latest offerings are engineered to restore
OE performance and protect from rust and corrosion. The rotors have a partial
Geomet-brand coating on the friction surface. That means a 10 per cent faster pad
bed-in while eliminating corrosion rings. The same coating is on all non-mating
surfaces to inhibit rust formation and provide corrosion resistance. The line has 475
SKUs and covers 80 per cent of vehicles in operation.
Centric Parts | www.centricparts.com

New Purolator part
numbers

Philips Xenon CrystalVision
Lumileds has introduced its new line of Philips Xenon
CrystalVision ultra bulbs, which is an upgrade over its
previous standard Xenon high-intensity discharge options.
The newest bulbs are bright and whiter than before,
providing a colour temperature of 5000K instead of 4300K,
which is closer to mimicking the look of natural daytime
illumination. The bulbs come with the Philips Certificate of
Authenticity as part of its efforts to protect customers from
buying counterfeit items.
Lumileds
www.philips.com/automotive

Purolator announced the
introduction of 76 new
part numbers, covering
three products lines –
Purolator, PurolatorOne and
PurloatorTech. Included in
the new numbers, 21 are oil
filters, 39 are air filters and
16 are cabin filters, all of
which focus on both new
and late model applications.
The new part numbers fit
a wide variety of vehicles,
including many 2017-18
models such as the Honda
Civic, GMC Acadia, Kia
Sportage, and Hyundai
Sonata.
Purolator
www.pureoil.com

Carter parts catalogue
Carter Fuel Systems has released a newly-designed parts
catalogue for service professionals to easily look up product
options for all their applications by vehicle year, make and
model. The 993-page catalogue features parts available in
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico and is available in three languages
online and in print. The catalogue comes with multiple resource
sections, including a how-to guide on flushing the fuel tank,
product tutorials on high pressure gasoline direct injection (GDI),
mechanical and electrical and universal fuel pumps.
Carter Fuel Systems
www.carterfuelsystems.com
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Mahle PowerPack
piston kits
Mahle Motorsport has
brought in its latest Big
Block Ford PowerPak piston
kit. It is designed to work
with three highly popular
cylinder head designs —
Ford Super Cobra Jet
(SCJ), Kaase P-51 and Air
Flow Research (AFR) 14.
The new PowerPak piston
kits are available for all
popular cylinder head
configurations. The pistons
are dual-coated with a
phosphate, dry film lubricant
to protect the ring grooves
from micro-welding and the
pin bores from galling. An
anti-friction skirt coating is
designed to reduce drag,
wear and noise. The kit
includes 1.5mm, 1.5mm, 3mm
rings designed to reduce
drag, wear and weight while
ensuring conformability
to increase sealing and oil
control.
Mahle Motorsport
www.mahlemotorsports.
com
continues on page 26
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Penray cleaning products
Two new cleaning options
are now available for
technicians from Penray.
The Tough Max line
includes a wipes and liquid
concentration options.
The degreasing wipes
clean tools, parts and dirty
hands from grease, tar and
ink. They are solvent free,
don’t leave a residue and
have a citrus scent. The
multi-purpose cleaner has
a stronger concentration
and is better suited for
commercial and industrial
outlets. It cleans grease,
oil and other stands like
tar, dirt, ink, wet paint
and adhesives. It is noncorrosive and can be
used on aluminum, wood,
porcelain and more. It is
suitable for cleaning floors,
walls and tools. It comes in
a trigger spray bottle, five
and 10-gallon pails and a
55-gallon drum.
Penray
www.Penray.com

Milwaukee adds One-Key to impact wrenches

Centric 2018 catalogue

Milwaukee Tool announced the addition of its One-Key feature
to its M18 Fuel High Torque Impact Wrenches. One-Key is
a digital platform for Milwaukee tools and equipment. The
cloud-based program allows control and access to information
to customize, track and manage tools. Technicians can use
the program to adjust RPMs for greater control of delicate
fastening applications; choose Lug Nut Mode so to eliminate
the need for torque sticks; and choose Concrete Anchor Mode,
which will automatically shut down once the anchor is seated to
reduce broken anchors and stripped material. Users can create
their own profile and go back and forth between saved profiles
so each application is done with accurate and productive
settings. Once the tool is set, a phone is no longer needed.
Milwaukee Tool
www.milwaukeetool.ca

Centric Parts has released
its 2018 catalogue. The
2018 Centric Parts Brake
Systems Catalog has a total
of 794 new part numbers
for 49 individual vehicle
makes and 577 models. The
80-page catalogue covers
models from 1930 to 2019.
It is available online and
in print. It also highlights
two innovations from the
company: the StopTech
GCX Disc Brake Rotors,
which feature a partial
GEOMET coating on the
friction surface; and the
StopTech Tactical Brake
Pads, which are specific
to the police and law
enforcement equipment
market. The catalogue
recently won the Auto Care
Association’s Import Vehicle
Community Award for Best
Print or Electronic Catalog
of a Product Line for
Import Cars or Trucks. The
announcement was made at
AAPEX 2017.
Centric Parts
www.centricparts.com

Prestone antifreeze coolants
New antifreeze coolants have been
released by Prestone that have been
customized for European and Asian
vehicles. There are three options – one
for Honda and Nissan, another for
Lexus, Toyota, Scion and a third for
European vehicles like Volkwagen,
Audi, BMW and others. The idea behind
three different formulas is to give customers confidence that
they are using antifreeze coolants that are particular to their
vehicle manufacturers’ specification, the company said in an
announcement.
Prestone
www.prestone.com

Snap-on PowerDrawer
Snap-on has added an integrated PowerDrawer to its Masters Series Roll Cab. Now tools and
devices can be charges thanks to a five-outlet, two-USB port power strip in the dedicated
powered drawer. Technicians can charge power tool batteries, cell phones, tablets and
anything else that needs some juice. The need to have more and more charging options was
something Snap-on heard from tis customers, which led to the development of the drawer.
The KMP1163 Masters Series Roll Cabs are the latest addition to Snap-on storage options to
offer charging capabilities. A variety of configurations and colors are available.
Snap-on Tools | www.snapon.com
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Looking for more? Visit www.autoserviceworld.com/products to
stay on top of the latest product announcements.

Schumacher SchuLink
SDT1
The SchuLink SDT1 is a new
electronic diagnostic tool
made by Schumacher. It is
a wireless tester powered
by rechargeable lithium
ion batteries and performs
battery, EV battery, power
sport battery, start-stop
and system tests. It can
also perform battery reset/
oil light reset and read
OBDII diagnostic codes
that appear on the screen.
The tool has a 10-metre
wireless range and includes
Bluetooth with a seven-inch
touch screen.
Schumacher Electric
www.batterychargers.com

Delphi announces new products numbers
More than 110 million vehicles will be covered by
Delphi’s latest release of new product numbers.
Product categories include fuel, steering and
suspension and engine management. In the
fuel management category, 33 new fuel pump
module assemblies are being added, plus one
new fuel pump hangar assembly. Eight new GDI
high-pressure mechanical fuel pumps, one new
mechanical fuel pump, seven new fuel transfer
units and one new fuel tank sending unit are
also being added. The company has added 125
new parts to cover more than 25 million vehicles
under its steering and suspension portfolio.
Under engine management, Delphi added 23
new ignition coils. Also being added are 15
mass air flow (MAF) sensors, 86 ABS wheel
speed sensors, 15 camshaft position sensors,
two coolant temperature sensors, 15 crankshaft
position sensors, four manifold absolute pressure
(MAP) sensors and two vehicle speed sensors.
Delphi Product & Service Solutions
www.delphiautoparts.com

Cardone’s new part numbers
Cardone Industries has released more than 125 new parts this month. Featured
parts and upgrades include drive axle assemblies, DEF pumps, constant velocity
drive axles, camshaft phasers, suspension conversion kits, hybrid safety plugs and
more. The new drive axle assemblies aim to ease the servicing process for the
rear differential/axle by replacing the whole unit to save time and costs. The A1
Cardone diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) pumps are designed to support environmental
regulations. The Cardone Select constant velocity drive axle is designed to ensure
proper fit for ideal wear to withstand stress and cracking that can occur.
Cardone
www.cardone.com
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www.vdo.com/usa

They’re not just
OEM quality...
they’re OEM parts!
Our VDO OEM Direct
Parts Program gives you
genuine OEM parts direct
from the manufacturer –
that’s us! Our line includes
Air Control and Electronic
Throttle Valves, Flex Fuel
Sensors, Fuel Modules,
Fuel Injectors, MAF/MAP
Sensors and Temperature
Controlling Water Pumps.
You get the same high
quality original equipment
parts manufactured
by Continental and
affordably priced to
keep you competitive.
800-564-5066
salessupport-us@vdo.com

VDO – A Trademark of
the Continental Corporation
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cquisitions in the aftermarket are happening
on a regular basis. We’re seeing consolidation like never before.
The economy is expanding in Canada, making
conditions ideal for jobbers to wonder if this is the
year to consider selling their business.
Value is dynamic and proper timing makes a
big difference in the prices paid for business
acquisitions. External factors such as the economy,
industry trends, stock market volatility, competition, investor confidence, interest rates and geopolitical considerations are cycles of constant change
that impact value.
The decision to sell is neither purely tax-driven,
nor even a purely financial consideration.
Internal conditions within a company also
fluctuate, such as staffing challenges, which can
push jobbers to think about change. Of course, the
decision to sell is not always driven by the markets
or business challenges. Sales are often motivated
by personal factors. When combined with the
above-mentioned factors, selling the business in
the upcoming months becomes more of a realistic
possibility.
So how should you determine if 2018 would be
the right time for you to sell? Jobbers across the
country should consider the following factors:
1 Get a business valuation to determine what your
jobber store is worth in the current market. This
is an initial step in determining if a sale would
meet your objectives. An experienced broker
who is a chartered business valuator will do it for
free and provide you with an accurate number.
Remember to remain realistic to the true value
of your business.
2 Understand that the current status of the midmarket business scene in provinces like Ontario
is one of the best in Canada and policies are in
place for continued prosperity and growth. The
same applies for Alberta. Both areas are going
to pop up on a lot of radar screens as options
for relocation or expansion for businesses.
Ontario in particular gained more residents than
any other province since the recession hit 10
years ago as job seekers migrated to one of the
nation’s strongest labor markets.

If internal conditions,
both business and
personal, are right
then 2018 is the time
to consider selling.

3 Buyers in every category are looking for alternatives to traditional investment avenues. They are
looking for stability, better predictability and
control. Business acquisitions offer all of these
and can also offer a better return than traditional
investment opportunities. Ontario and Alberta,
again, are prime targets because of future economic expectations and long-term outlook.
4 Most importantly, even in our current economy,
buyers exceed sellers and we have a robust
small business exit market for now. The time will
come when the flood of Baby Boomer business
owners ready to sell will outweigh the ready
buyers.
Further fueling the market are the different
categories of buyers looking to put their money to
work by acquiring profitable businesses in areas
with a good economic future.
According to Merrill DataSite, an online data
room which shares business information for due
diligence in mergers and acquisitions, private
equity groups and other investment buyers “are
going down-market” in order to find add-on deals.
That means they’re looking for lower middle
market opportunities to boost their investment
portfolios. For jobbers looking to sell, it’s another
avenue of opportunity.
If internal conditions, both business and
personal, are right then 2018 is the time to consider
selling. However, because it can take anywhere
from 6-12 months on average to sell a private
company, jobbers that are considering a sale
should prepare now to take advantage of this
window of opportunity. JN

Mark Borkowski is president of Mercantile Mergers & Acquisitions, a mid-market mergers & acquisition brokerage.
Contact: www.mercantilemergersacquisitions.com
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FORECAST IS POSITIVE IF YOU’RE
THINKING ABOUT SELLING

BY MARK
BORKOWSKI
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GETTING BEYOND THE WALL OF SELF DOUBT
s you know, times are changing and the
pace of this change has caught many
jobbers and shop owners off guard. They are
questioning themselves and trying to ﬁgure out
how to address the future, but they are forgetting
one very important ingredient.
To become a successful jobber, you need an
abundance of self-conﬁdence.
In reality, of course, this is easier said than done.
This is a good time of year to do a little soulsearching. Focus on some key issues that will make
you the very best that you can be as a person and
as a company, and aggressively address what holds
you back.
Knowing what you want to achieve with your
business is only part of the equation. Ask yourself,
“Do you believe you can achieve it?” Many parts
distributors can rattle off what they want to achieve
but then always place restrictions on themselves
that limit what they can accomplish.
They put up an emotional wall. It weighs on
them. It always ﬁlls jobbers with doubt. It is layered
with negative questions and it leaves them with a
mental feeling of wanting to just run away.
Consider this deﬁnition of ‘restriction’: An
emotional wall you place around you that is made
up of your behaviours that limit your success path.
Then add to that the deﬁnition of ‘limitations’:
The result of placing a wall of restrictions around
you and then locking the gate, which won’t allow
you to reach for opportunities outside the wall.
So the question that must be explored is, “What
locks the gate on you?” There are two consistent
common denominators at play here. One, lots
of self-made fears inside you that consume your
thinking time. You never confront them and this
ends up creating constant confusion. The second
is that you keep staring at these fears. This creates
a daily routine that you get stuck in where you just
do the same old thing over and over. This is called
sameness.
Let’s be honest here: life never restricts you –
you do. Jobbers will recall that I repeatedly
say, “Your biggest enemy is your self-discipline
to execute.” Take some time for yourself now
to mentally prepare yourself to embrace the
change. Move forward over the next six months
by confronting your fears that will change your
30
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Many parts
distributors
can rattle
off what
they want
to achieve
but then
always place
restrictions on
themselves
that limit
what they
will achieve.

routine to allow you to
execute a management
behaviour that gets results.
Behaviour never lies and
it overrides what you talk
about.
The aftermarket has
the tools to support you
to address the changing
times including up to date
management and technical
courses for your shop
clients speciﬁc to their
business. You can design
valuable offerings that give
your business a distinct
marketplace advantage,
and build resources that
can provide you with personal support to guide
you and your team as you go through your
own business metamorphosis. Speak with your
management and sales team to refocus on making
your store distinctly different and to move forward
on value proposition to your clients.
Amazing opportunities are in front of you that
can better your life and that of your staff. You can
dramatically improve your business net income
like never before. However, if you are not going to
reach out and embrace how you can learn to do
so, then the words, “Life never restricts you – you
do” will come back and haunt you.
Make informed decisions, not emotional ones. JN

BY BOB
GREENWOOD
Bob Greenwood,
AMAM (accredited
master automotive
manager), is
president and CEO
of Automotive
Aftermarket
E-Learning Centre
Ltd. (AAEC). He has
over 40 years of
business management
experience within the
independent sector
of the automotive
aftermarket industry in
North America.
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DRIVE THE LEGEND.

BILSTEIN - THE OE
AIR SUSPENSION
MANUFACTURER.
Renew the original
performance, safety and
comfort with BILSTEIN
- the OE air suspension
manufacturer.

Original Stability.
Gas-pressure shock absorber:
• New, BILSTEIN mono-tube gas
pressure shock absorbers
• For better handling and performance

US.bilstein.com

Original Comfort.
Working chambers:
• Original design
• For a cloud-like ride

Original Safety.
Electromagnetic control valve:
• New, active air suspension module
• Properly functioning electronics
• Provides better braking

Don’t Be Tempted.

Be one
of the
good
guys.
Shop owners like Bill Garcia
insist on MOOG® because they
know we go the extra mile to
ensure every part lives up to
the MOOG reputation for
quality and durability. They
also know the only place to find
MOOG parts, is in a MOOG box.
If someone tries to tell you
otherwise, they’re no angel.
Protect your customers and
reputation. Make it MOOG,
every time!

Mike Rowe

moogparts.ca

Bill Garcia
Bill’s Quality Auto Care

Mike Row
Rowe
we

#ijustwantmymoog

